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ABSTRACT

Cellular Automata (CAs) are spatially arranged systems, composed of units or cells having distinct information and all are under uniform condition. This system gradually progresses with time evolution based on the local information following a specific rule and achieves a configuration that reflects the global scenario. It very efficiently mimics large complex system, segmented into local units and hence makes the calculations easy. The local changes are integrated in a synchronized manner to give the final outcome with the essence of robustness associated with simple and uniform functions applied throughout. This has made CA to be successfully applied in various fields of scientific researches. This book chapter describes the fundamental properties of CA and its structures. Then it advances to the simple rule construction and local to global configuration. Finally it discusses the vast applicability of CA in different segments of science, specifically in the field of biological researches.

INTRODUCTION

Computer programs and their applicability have evolved for the betterment of studying science with detail visualization and deeper understanding. An advanced technique, of late, called Cellular Automaton (plural cellular automata; CAs), has provided the scientific study a new direction (Kari, 2005). In principle, CAs are discrete dynamical body or concise cells with potent information whose behavior is directed by its interaction with adjacent or neighboring cells. Several real life phenomena happening in this world carry unique properties and large assembled bodies. These properties give the system its identity with which it can be described easily. In this CA technique, the complex behavior of a system, to work with, is reduced in such a way that the system can be represented as single unit with specified or marker properties. In other words, the complex world is simplified with simple mathematical formula
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and local information. In the present world, various computer aided mathematical approaches have been used in several aspects of scientific researches. But with simple mathematical constructs and distinguished features, CA has become a powerful tool to model and to simulate real world complex scenario to be analyzed simply (Schiff, 2007). The history behind CA’s build up, discussed later in this chapter, was associated with its dynamical behavior where it could represent a self replicating and continuously changing live event. Almost every event, from any field of science, has this replicating property which is also dependent on the behavior of the neighboring element adjacent to it.

In this context, it is worthy to mention that the intrusion of computational applications in biology has developed a huge database of information regarding different aspects of life and cells. And biological cells truly stand for very good examples of self duplicating and continuously growing system that needs information exchange from its neighboring cells as well as environment. But the reactions that range from micro to nano magnitude and their web of interdependence have made the study of cellular events very complex and cumbersome. There was and is always a need to model the biological system to understand the phenomena occurring in the system. Several models and applications have evolved to solve the issue but with the application of CA, biological research has achieved a new and better dimension. And other side of the coin reflects that CA has also got its true object to be applied in (Schiff, 2007).

Since the first proposal of CA’s concept in 1940’s, CA has emerged to touch the new heights with up-gradations and has stepped into almost every field of science as well as social sciences. The simpler form of CA has gradually evolved with time to make it suitable for multidirectional studies. The different forms of CA have enriched the researcher to gain the précised overview of a dynamical organization in different ways, although it also experiences limitations in certain cases. Present day research does not need a new introduction for CA and its forms and applications since over the years experts have surveyed as well as have come up with newer idea to make the system better (Mitchell, 1996). This chapter gives a simplified overview of CA, its basic structures. The mathematical rules that govern CA systems have been discussed here. This chapter has tried to focus at the evolution of CA from local to global properties and how these properties are applied to construct a CA. This also gives a brief overview of the vast field where CA is majorly applied. Specifically it has explored the area of biology research. Our main theme for this chapter is to identify the spread of CA’s application in the field of biological research. We also have tried to drag out the fields deprived of CA’s touch. This overview therefore will help biology researchers to address their problems with simpler application of CA.

The History Behind the Origin of Cellular Automata

The concept and basics of any topic is incomplete without the discussion of its history and evolution. The history describes requirement of its origin whereas evolution traces the path and reason behind its maturation.

The first scientist who ventured in the field of Automata was Stanislaw Ulam who tried to simulate the examples on cellular automata in the following era of post war II. He arranged his cells in squares on a grid plane. He considered four adjoining cells or eight surrounding cells as neighbors. The observation of this overall patterns formed by the states suggested a picture of some universe complex and reduced, governed by own laws and could represent the real world events. At almost same time, his colleague at Los Alamos, John von Neumann was working on human brain and the mechanism of life which has a unique property to reproduce itself. At that time, machines fabricating more sophisticated machines were much common in Industrial world. But von Neumann’s approach was to produce a ma-
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